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THE CONQUEST 
1. 
silent shadows 
swiftly overtake 
conquer & then leave 
no traces or clues 
only feelings 
& solitary hours 
2. 
it's all hidden 
& you'll 
never know 
because you 
it's a game i play 
with my time. 
r 

LEAVING (white) 
Leaving white 
was never shaded 
in green 
& its particles 
ground between my teeth 
you drove on 
seeing only 
the minimum 
& maximum signs 
(& waiting for 
the second exit) 
long walks on 

tombstone engraved 

highways: 

only to see eyes/self cry 

over bodies 

stilI quivering with 

90 MPH satisfaction 

viewed today 
with yesterday's eyes: 
(I wonder when they 
slipped technicolor in) 
I'd leave 
but the caterpillars 
have lined the highways 
to inspect all vehicles 
& I don't have a vehicle 
to inspect. 
-87­86/ BEVERLY BROWN 

